The Army Traffic Safety Training Program


➢ All Basic Rider Courses (BRCs) and Basic Rider Courses II (BRC II) are held at Camp Humphreys.

➢ BRCs registrants must complete the entire registration process, (regardless of rank) the supervisor's portion must be filled out on the registration site.

➢ If you’ve registered in a standby status this does not guarantee you a seat.

➢ Reporting time for the BRC is 0800 hrs if you are 15 minutes late you will be replaced with someone on the standby list or dropped from the course.
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**BRC II**

- The motorcycles that will not be allowed to take this training and will have to attend the Military sport bike rider course (**MSRC**).

  - **Sport**
    - Body panels and fairing for aerodynamics
    - Rear-positioned footrests
    - May have higher power-to-weight ration
    - Forward-leaning seating position

- If you are not sure of your motorcycle category contact local Garrison Safety Office.

- Any further questions please contact your local Garrison Safety Office ATSTP manager.

- ATSTP Lead Instructor-Korea,
  Cape Fox Government Services
  Mr. Gillet. Steven A – 753-5589 (Most likely on range)
  E-mail: steven.a.gillet.ctr@mail.mil or sgillet@capefox-gs.com
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Motorcycle Types

• Cruiser
• Sport bike
• Dual-Purpose